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DID YOU KNOW?

U Mag is published four times a year for young USAA
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podcast for teen members, U.25 for young adult
members, usaa.com magazine for members beginning
their financial journey, and USAA Magazine for adult
members. USAA is a member-owned financial services
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members worldwide. Material in this magazine may
not be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or
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mechanical, photocopying, or otherwise) without
permission from the publisher. Copyright © 2007
by USAA. All rights reserved. U Mag is a registered
trademark of USAA. To order additional copies,
submit writing samples, or request reprint permission,
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this WINTER
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DECEMBER
Bingo Month
Bingo was originally called “Beano”
because beans were used to cover the
numbers. The New York toy salesman
who invented the game renamed it after
he heard a player in Atlanta call out
“Bingo!” instead of “Beano!”

JANUARY

National Hobby Month
Save money by making
homemade birthday cards.
Decorate with doodads you
already have around your house —
stickers, pictures, and words
from old magazines, your school
photo, and leaves from your yard.

15 16

7

56

Pearl
Harbor
Day

National Chocolate-Covered Anything Day
There are 1,462 recorded species of
edible insects, according to
eatbug.com. The site also has a recipe
for chocolate-covered crickets.
One candy store sells these
creepy candies for $2.45 each.
How much would you pay?

New Year’s Day

1
19

Hanukkah
begins at
sundown

23

In some countries,
New Year’s Day is
considered
“everyman’s birthday.”
So, Happy Birthday!

45

Before 1888, people used
rye straws for drinking.
Rye straws are what
you’d find in a haystack.

In the late 1890s, street vendors sold a
bag of popcorn for a nickel. Today, a movie
theater charges $5 for a bag. How many
bags of nickel-priced bags of popcorn
could you purchase with $5?

20

13

Happy Birthday,
National Guard!
The National Guard
turns 371 years
old today.

8 9 10 11 12

17 18 19

Drinking Straw Patented

National Popcorn Day

U Mag money motto:
It takes time and money
to save time and money.

Annual Hunt for
Happiness Week

20 21

On this day
in 1937, Disney
premiered “Snow
White and the
Seven Dwarfs,”
the first featurelength color and
sound cartoon.

14

21

Cut-Out
Snowflakes Day

Christmas

National
Handwriting Day

24

25

This is the birthday of John
Hancock, the first person
to sign the Declaration of
Independence. His name
on that document is so
famous that a signature is
sometimes called
a “John Hancock.”

What makes you
happy? Tell us at
umag@usaa.com.

Shooting stars are actually
caused by space debris left
by a comet that burns up as
it enters the Earth’s
atmosphere. Do you think
shooting stars bring good luck?

222324 25 26 27

Ben Franklin’s Birthday
This founding father would
have turned 302 years old
today. His face is on the
$100 bill. Check out
page 18 for a visit to the
U.S. Mint to see familiar
faces on coins.

National Cherry Month
There are about 7,000 cherries on
an average cherry tree.

15

3

Groundhog Day

In 2006, companies spent
about $2.6 million for a 30second commercial during
Super Bowl halftime.

Great Backyard
Bird Count
For three days,
volunteers all over
the U.S. and Canada
will spend 15 minutes
a day bird-watching
and tallying the
birds they see.

4

umag@usaa.com

Super Bowl Sunday

16

17

18

45 6 7
Presidents Day

8 9 10 11
1920 21

12

United Nations International
Mother Language Day

Do you speak more than
one language at home?
Tell us at umag@usaa.com.

18

29 30 31
26 27 28 29 30 31

ANSWER:100

FEBRUARY 1 2

282930 31

Every snowflake
is unique. So is
your fingerprint
or spot
pattern on a
Holstein cow.

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
22 23

Geminids Meteor Shower

Lost Penny Day
Studies show there’s about $99 in spare
change in most U.S. homes. Go on a hunt for
loose change in your home, then deposit or
cash in your coins for bills at a bank.

13

2223 2425262728
Oops! We forgot to include Nov. 28 in
last issue’s calendar. Thanks for letting
us know, U Mag reader Natalia M.!

14

Valentine’s Day

29

Leap Day

If your
birthday is today,
you are one of
almost 5 million
people in the world
who share a Leap
Day birthday. What’s
it like to be born on
Leap Day? Tell us at
umag@usaa.com

U Mag Winter ‘07
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6.BH±TUJQTDBOIFMQZPVS
XIPMFGBNJMZTBWFTNBSUFS
BOETQFOENPSFXJTFMZ5SZ
UIFNBOETFFGPSZPVSTFMG

®'PSFBDIEPMMBS*XBOUUPTBWF NZ
QBSFOUTUSBOTGFSBNBUDIJOHBNPVOUUP
NZTBWJOHTBDDPVOUGSPNUIFJSBDDPVOU ¯
TBZT5BZMPS'  GSPN0IJP

%PO±UXBTUFBMMZPVSDBTIPODIFBQDBOEZPSUPZT
*OTUFBE NBLFBMJTUPGUIJOHTUIBUZPVSFBMMZXBOUCVU
DBO±UBGGPSEZFU5IFOZPV±MMIBWFBHPBMGPSTBWJOH
"OEPODFZPVNBLFZPVSQVSDIBTF ZPVDBOTBWPS
ZPVSTBWJOHTWJDUPSZ5IBU±TXIBU/PMBOEPFT®*MJLF
UPTBWFNPOFZCFDBVTF*DBOBMXBZTHFUTPNFUIJOH
CFUUFSXIFO*TBWFJUBOEIBWFNPSFNPOFZUPCVZB
CFUUFSJUFN ¯TBZT/PMBO/  GSPN5FYBT
®.ZNPNTBWFTBCPVUUPBZFBSVTJOH
HSPDFSZDPVQPOT ¯TBZT4BWBOOBI8  GSPN
*MMJOPJT)FSNPNVTFTDPVQPOTGPSFWFSZUIJOH
HSPDFSJFT SFTUBVSBOUT BNVTFNFOUQBSLT 
IBJSDVUT JDFDSFBNQBSMPST EPVHIOVUTIPQT 
IPNFJNQSPWFNFOUTFSWJDFT DBSQFUDMFBOJOH 
BOENPSF4IFMPPLTGPSUIFNJOUIFNBJMBOE
OFXTQBQFST POTUPSFQBDLBHFT BOEPOMJOF
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DO IT!
$PVQPOTDBWFOHFSIVOU5IJTXFFL IFMQZPVS
QBSFOUTDMJQDPVQPOTGPSJUFNTZPVSGBNJMZ
VTFTBMMUIFUJNF MJLFTIBNQPP TOBDLT BOE
TPBQ8IFOZPVSGBNJMZHPFTUPUIFTUPSF 
EJWJEFUIFDPVQPOT BOEHPPOBTDBWFOHFS
IVOUUPTFFXIPDBOGJOEUIFNPTUDPVQPO
JUFNTJOGJWFNJOVUFT8IPFWFSTBWFTZPVS
GBNJMZUIFNPTUNPOFZXJOT

U Mag money motto:
Divide your money by 3: Save, spend, give.
U Mag Winter ‘07



:PVDBOBMXBZTSJEFZPVSCJLF XBML 
BOEQMBZCPBSEHBNFTGPSGSFF CVUHFU
DSFBUJWFXJUIUIFTFJEFBT%PUIF
MFHXPSLGJOEJOH¥

GSFFQMBZTBOEDPODFSUT
GSFFUPVSTPGMPDBMMBOENBSLTJOZPVSBSFB%PO±U
GPSHFUOFBSCZCBLFSJFT GBDUPSJFT PSGBSNT
WJEFPTUPCPSSPXGSPNUIFMJCSBSZ
SFTUBVSBOUTUIBUPGGFSGSFFLJET±NFBMT

4BSBI)  GSPN*EBIP TUPDLTUIFDBOEZSBDLBU
IFSGBNJMZ±TOFXTQBQFSPGGJDF XIJDIJTBDSPTTUIF
TUSFFUGSPNBOFMFNFOUBSZTDIPPM$MBTTNBUFTBOE
GSJFOETTUPQCZBGUFSTDIPPMUPCVZDBOEZBOEESJOLT

DO IT!
"TLFWFSZPOFJOZPVSGBNJMZUPXSJUFEPXOPOTMJQTPGQBQFSGVOBDUJWJUJFT
UIBUBMMPGZPVDBOEPUIBUEPO±UDPTUBOZUIJOH1VUUIFTMJQTPGQBQFSJOB
CPXM&BDIXFFL UBLFUVSOTESBXJOHGSPNUIFCPXMBOEEPJOHPOFBDUJWJUZ

#FMJFWFJUPSOPU ZFBSPME$ISJTUJBO1GSPN/FCSBTLBIBTUSPVCMF
TQFOEJOHUIFNPOFZIFFBSOTGSPNIJTQBQFSSPVUF CBCZTJUUJOH BOE
IFMQJOHBOPMEFSOFJHICPS®.ZQBSFOUTUFMMNFJU±THPPEUPTQFOENPOFZ
TPNFUJNFT ¯IFTBZT$ISJTUJBO±TQBSFOUTBSFSJHIU"MJUUMFTQFOEJOH
FWFSZOPXBOEUIFOHJWFTZPVBUBTUFPGCFJOHHSPXOVQ"OEJGZPV±SF
USZJOHUPDPORVFSTIZOFTT NBLJOHQVSDIBTFTJTHSFBUQSBDUJDFBU
CFJOHNPSFCPME



umag@usaa.com

.BTPO/  GSPN5FYBT SFTFBSDIFTUIFJUFNT
UIBUIFXBOUTUPCVZUPNBLFTVSFIF±TNBLJOH
UIFSJHIUQVSDIBTF®*VTVBMMZMPPLBUUIFQSJDFT
4PNFUJNFT*IBWFUPUIJOLBCPVUJU CVU*VTVBMMZ
LOPXXIBU*±NHPJOHUPHFU4PJOBXBZ*±N
BMSFBEZQMBOOJOHBIFBE ¯IFTBZT

%PO±UTUPQIFSF5IJOLBCPVUBMMUIFNPOFZTBWJOHUJQTZPVSGBNJMZ
BMSFBEZVTFT&NBJMZPVSTNBSUNPOFZUJQTUPVNBH!VTBBDPN
'PSNPSFNPOFZUJQT TFFQBHF

DO IT!
U Mag Winter ‘07
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You just celebrated your birthday, and a couple of relatives
gave you cash totaling $70. What will you do with it? Take
this quiz before you spend a penny. Circle your answers.
In the “What I spent” box to the right, write the dollar

1

amount linked to the answer you chose. Subtract from the

Are you a spender
or a saver?

total to get your “Running Total.” Then move on to the
next question. Your answers should reveal whether you’re
a natural spender or saver.

Start With

You’re tired of playing the same video game. It’s
time to take on your next video challenge. You …
A do a game swap with your best friend. (–

$0)

B research on the Web and in the ads in the Sunday newspaper to find out which
store has games on sale and then head to the store to make the purchase. (–
C buy a used copy of a game from your local video store. (–

$20)

$10)

$70
WHAT I
SPENT

RUNNING

2

TOTAL

You have the day off from school, and your older sister
agrees to take you to the movies. At the theater, you …
A buy a matinee ticket and head for the concession stand to buy a tub of popcorn
and a drink. (–

$10)

-

WHAT I
SPENT

B buy a ticket and head to the best seat you can find in the theater. Your focus is
100 percent on the big screen. (–

RUNNING

$6)

TOTAL

C get your sister to pay for the ticket by promising to do her chores for a week. (–

3

The school book fair just ended and you are now holding …
A the latest hardcover book from your favorite series. (– $15)
B a calendar featuring pictures of the cast of “High School Musical II.” (– $6)

A step in line to buy a single scoop of cookie dough ice cream. (–

$1)

-

$2)

WHAT I
SPENT

RUNNING

$0)

Your parents take the family on a weekend trip,
and you spend cash on …

TOTAL

-

WHAT I
SPENT

A a T-shirt. (– $9)
B arcade games. (– $3)

RUNNING
TOTAL

C a king-sized candy bar for the long ride home. (– $1)

U Mag Winter ‘07 11

6

SPENT

TOTAL

Today is ice cream day at school, and the cafeteria is
dishing out your favorite flavors. You …
B rush to the front of the line to buy a double dip. (–

WHAT I

RUNNING

$0)

C eat the snack pack of pudding already packed in your lunch. (–

5

-

C a new book you checked out from the library. Why buy when you can borrow
for free? (–

4

$0)

When your favorite movie comes out on DVD, you …
A go to the store with your parents to buy it. (– $14)
B ask your parents to rent it from the video store. (– $3)
C wait till it’s on TV and then record it so it’s yours to keep. (– $0)

-

WHAT I
SPENT

Save some

AMOUNT
LEFT OVER

see what your answers reveal about you on the next page.

CA$H!

Money-Tracking Chart
Date

What I Bought

How Much I Spent

we r s
s
n
a
r
u
o
y
What
t you
u
o
b
a
l
a
e
v
re
$15 or less: You’re a spender.
You probably have a lot of nice things, but

$16 to $35 left over: You’re somewhere in
between a spender and a saver.

chances are your wallet is usually empty. To

Clearly you think before you spend your money. Chances are

find out where your money’s going, use the
tracking chart to the right for a month. Think
about what you bought that could have waited
(maybe the DVD) and what you could have

that you also like to save extra money, which is a good habit to
start. To keep your money out of easy (and tempting) reach,
ask your parents to help you deposit it into a savings account.

done without altogether (the candy and soda,
perhaps?). Set a goal for saving a certain

Whether you are a spender or a saver, here are some ways

amount each week. It’s OK to treat yourself,

USAA can help.

but think carefully before you spend.

1. Open a USAA savings account to keep your money safe and

$36 or more: You’re a saver.
When someone gives you money, you probably
hold on to it with an unbreakable grip. Based
on your answers, you think ahead and spend
cautiously. Getting into the habit of saving now
is a great way to prepare for your future. Since

earning interest.
2. Try a USAA prepaid card. It’ll help you manage how you
spend your money gifts and allowance.
3. Learn more about how USAA can help you save for college.
Ask your parents to help you log in to my.usaa.com.

you already have some experience with saving,

money challenge

you may want to talk to your parents about how

Find out how you save and spend your money. Cut out the

you can invest your money and watch it grow

money-tracking chart on the next page, and write down

over time.

everything you buy for a month.

U Mag money motto: Save for later.
12 u m a g @ u s a a . c o m

Total:
U Mag Winter ‘07 13

Sixth-grader Jonathan C. is saving
for college one quarter at a time —
with a candy machine in an auto
repair shop. With each coin and twist of the
handle, this USAA member’s machine produces
a handful of candy. Each month, it also
produces about $40 for his savings account.
He got sweet on the idea after helping his
mother with her vending machine business.
Before long, Jonathan asked for a machine of
14 u m a g @ u s a a . c o m

his own. “My mom and I tested a lot of different
machines to find one that was easy to fill with candy
and get the money out,” he says.
The next challenge was to figure out where to put
it. The answer came while Jonathan was in an auto
shop’s waiting room with his mom. “There were no
snack machines,” he says. “I asked the owner if I
could put my machine in his waiting room. He said
‘yes’ right away.”
As they’ve watched his savings grow each month,
Jonathan and his mom together started Kids for College,
which helps kids set up their own vending machine
business to earn cash and save for their future.

photography by CHRIS HAMILTON

fill, collect, and count

jonathan’s monthly to-do list

what he’s learned

1. Buy three 64-ounce bags of candy at a
discount store.
2. Go to the auto shop with his mom.
3. Clean the machine by wiping it inside and
out with a cloth.
4. Refill it with candy.
5. Take the money out of the machine.
6. Go home to count his money.
7. Deposit his money in his savings account.

• Don’t fill the machine to the top. Leaving
some space shows that people are buying,
and others will want to as well.
• Put your machine in a busy location, like a
restaurant, hair salon, or grocery store. More
people means you’ll sell more candy.
• Compare the cost of candy at different
stores to get the lowest price.

DO IT!

Challenge yourself to save half of the
money you earn or receive from gifts.

How much allowance do you receive?
How do you earn it? One U Mag family
told us they base monthly allowance on
age — $1 for every year.
U Mag Winter ‘07 15

ILLUSTRATION by MIKE KITTREDGE

BILL FOLD
Wearing your money wrapped around your finger is one way to
remember where you put it. The next time you have a paper bill,
try folding it into a money ring. Here’s how.
Start with a crisp, new dollar bill. This will make it easier to

Note: Did you know that it’s illegal to destroy

fold, the folds will be flatter, and you can adjust the size.

money? Avoid cutting, taping, or gluing your
money. This ring is made just using folds.

Start with the back side facing up. Then, fold over just
the small top and bottom white edges as shown.

5

back of the horizontal piece, so it ends up
pointing straight down.

12

Wrap the same vertical
piece up through the
center of the ring.

IN GOD WE TRUST

1
2

8

Fold the piece of bill sticking up over the

9

Rotate the bill so it looks like this.

Fold the white edge near the end
of the bill away from you.

13

To make the whole thing hold together, fold the
end flap containing the “1” around and under the
vertical piece that you just wrapped.

IN GOD WE TRUST

tuck the flap in here
IN GOD WE TRUST

3

Now fold the bill in half, lengthwise.

6

Flip the bill, and fold in the “1” behind, so
that it’s centered in a little square.

10

flap

Now, grab the “1” and
wrap it around the

Now your dollar is

vertical piece counter

ready to wear!

clockwise to form a

IN GOD WE TRUST

complete circle.

Flip it over and fold the bill in half again.

7

11

back down, and

Then, fold the vertical

fold a little less
than half of it

IN GOD WE TRUST

4

Now lay the bill

piece down.

straight up so
it looks like a
16 u m a g @ u s a a . c o m

backwards L.
U Mag Winter ‘07 17

photography by Ryan Brandenberg

Most artists dream of
having their work seen and
admired. But imagine if your artwork
was actually touched by people around the
world. John Mercanti knows what it’s like.
For 32 years, he has designed more than
100 coins and medals for the U.S. Mint
in Philadelphia. Today, he oversees the
design of all the nation’s coins and medals,
from state quarters to Congressional Gold
Medals. U Mag asked him what it was like
to carve out a career at a place that makes
change daily.

MONEY MAKER
U Mag: What is your job at the U.S. Mint?
Mercanti: My title is Supervisory Design
and Master Tooling Development
Specialist. That’s a fancy way to describe
what I do. I’m the chief engraver. The
position was created in 1792. That is
also when the U.S. Mint was established
in Philadelphia to produce the nation’s
coins. Today, there are six U.S. mints, but
Philadelphia is the headquarters.
continued on next page
18 u m a g @ u s a a . c o m
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Mercanti: Congress authorizes commemorative coins
that celebrate and honor American people, places,
events, and institutions. Only a limited number of
commemorative coins are produced and each is only
available for a limited time. They are popular with
coin collectors.

U Mag: How do you design a coin?
Mercanti: The sculptor-engraver thinks about an image
and then creates a design. We draw on the computer
screen and then create a clay model. It’s almost like
drawing on clay. It takes a lot of time and skill to master
this technique.

2

3

1

4
5

U Mag: How has designing coins changed over the years?

1

1

2

4

Mercanti: My favorite is a commemorative coin of explorer
Leif Ericson, which won an international award. I also
enjoyed working on a Statue of Liberty commemorative
coin with Ellis Island behind it. When I started my
research, I found out something I never knew: Lady
Liberty is breaking chains as she walks. If you look at her
feet, you’ll see that I put broken chains on the coin.
U Mag: How are commemorative coins different from the
coins we use daily?
20 u m a g @ u s a a . c o m

U Mag: Does the artist’s name appear on a coin?
Mercanti: You won’t see a signature, but
you’ll generally see initials, which are
really tiny. You’ll have to look pretty hard.

1

3

5

U Mag: What is the hardest part of your job?
6

U Mag: Is the clay model the same size as a
finished coin?

U Mag: Of the coins you’ve created, what is your favorite?

Mercanti: I mostly design commemorative coins or
medals. But I’ve done some state quarters, including
Pennsylvania, North Carolina, and Louisiana.

8

Mercanti: We use very hard clay and sculpture tools. A lot
of people make their own tools. In my studio at home, I
must have 300 or 400 tools that I’ve made myself over
the years. We work at such a small scale that some of our
tools have to be made with the help of a microscope.

Mercanti: We create 8-inch drawings and models, which
are usually three to 12 times larger than the size of the
finished coin or medal. The models are reduced to make
the actual coin.

U Mag: Did you design any of the coins a U Mag
reader might be carrying?

7

Mercanti: In the old days, it might have taken three or
four hours to redo a whole drawing, if it wasn’t right.
With computers, we can change it by clicking a mouse.
U Mag: What tools do you use?

6

Mercanti: It takes a lot of concentration and focus.

6

U Mag: What is best about your job?
6

6
6

Coins He Created
1

1986 Statue of Liberty Commemorative Silver Dollar
2 1992 Christopher Columbus Quincentenary Silver Dollar
3 1984 Olympic $10 Dollar Gold
4 1994 Vietnam War Memorial Silver Dollar
5 2003 First Flight Centennial Half Dollar
6 2004 Thomas Alva Edison Commemorative Silver Dollar
7 1989 U.S. Congress Bicentennial $5 Gold
8 1990 Eisenhower Centennial Silver Dollar

Tools He Uses
1 Drawing Tools
2 Die
3 Brush

4
5
6

Awl
Compass
Engraving Tools

Mercanti: It’s so exciting to work here right now with
the evolution of the technology and the quality of the
artwork. It’s just an amazing place to be right now.

DO IT!
Want to become a coin designer? You’ll need to enroll
in art school and learn to draw, Mercanti says. The next
step is to take sculpture courses. When you’re older,
you can check the U.S. Mint Web site for job postings.
Or look for applications for the Artistic Infusion
Program, which allows artists and students to submit
designs for coins. “I have four students working with
me right now for college credit,” Mercanti says. “They
are learning the art of coin-making.”
U Mag Winter ‘07 21

ILLUSTRATION BY ANDREW WILLMORE

FUNNY MONEY

More U Mag Money Tips:

Thad H., 11, from Texas, tells U Mag, “I like to save

Anne S., 10, from Massachusetts, says her family
makes rolling coins in wrappers a family project.
“We have about four piggy banks in our house.
When we have some change, we put it in the
banks. When they get full, we go to the bank to get
coin rolls for quarters, dimes, nickels, and pennies.
We sort the coins into pennies, nickels, dimes,
and quarters. Then we start to roll them. We rolled
more than $100 in coins one time. My 4-year-old
brother and I split the money evenly and deposit
the money into our savings accounts.”

change and then have my dad deposit and transfer
it onto my prepaid spending card.” A prepaid card
from USAA may be one way you and your family
could manage your money. You can log on to
usaa.com today with your parents to find out if it
will work for you.

U Mag money motto:
Wait for things you want to buy to go on sale.

Bank products provided by USAA Federal
Savings Bank, Member FDIC.

22 u m a g @ u s a a . c o m
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What are five things
you want to accomplish
before you turn 13?
How does your family
celebrate a special occasion?

E-mail your answers to these questions to:

UMAG@USAA.COM
OR mail your answers to:
U Mag, USAA, Attn: Youth Media (E-1-E),
9800 Fredericksburg Road,
San Antonio, Texas 78288-0264

by December 20, 2007
Some responses may be used in a
future issue of U Mag.

60865-0907

